Future Regional Energy cooperation Programme between EU, Eastern Partnership and Central Asia
Regional Action Programme 2015
Part 3

Energy Policy in Eastern Partnership countries and Central Asia

- A new programme
- Post INOGATE – based on evaluation
- Strategic analysis : IEA compendium
- Strong consultation process
Overall framework

- Support to energy policy is essential
- Regional policy groupings are to be adapted
  - *Eastern Partnership and Central Asia*
  - *DCFTA countries*
  - *Energy importers and exporters*
- Added value of international organisations
- Energy information and policy making
- Support to a more sectoral approach
- Support to financing interconnectivity
Better Data => Better Policy Decisions?

Baseline and current ITS project documents

- Data is used in policy making
- Better link between statisticians and policy makers
- Better Data produced. Focus on EE and Demand side
Better Policies - how to achieve that
Energy Security
Energy markets
Sustainable energy

Policy Recommendations
3 Improved energy legislative and regulatory framework and implemented policy recommendations

Linked to 2

Armenia, Azerbaijan and Belarus

Content and process of policies implementation

Primary and Secondary Legislation

Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine

Association Agreement, DCFTA and Energy Community
3 PECI's

Identification/Development of key energy infrastructure projects

Projects of regional importance
Easier access to energy information
Communication of regional and bilateral energy cooperation